Gale Virtual Reference Library
Always Open. Always Available.

Introduction
Gale Virtual Reference Library is a database of encyclopedias and specialized
reference sources for multidisciplinary research. These reference materials once
were accessible only in the library, but now you can access them online from the
library or remotely 24/7. Because each library creates its own eBook collection, the
content you see may vary if you use the database at different libraries.

Key Features:










Eye-catching book covers to engage users
View your eBooks on your iPad
An interactive online book experience with two-page view and page flipper
Cross-search and browse within your collection and across series
Search within volumes of multi-volume sets
User interface available in 34 languages
ReadSpeaker text-to-speech technology in 19 languages
24/7 unlimited and simultaneous circulation of your eReference collection
On-demand machine-aided content translations into 14 languages
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Home page

GVRL home page

※ The eBooks to which your library subscribes are displayed by subject on the
GVRL home page.
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Language drop-down menu
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View All
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Search

Basic Search
◆Results◆

View Text
Browse PDF
Save Article

There would be 20 results on each page. When you click
more results would be displayed.
When you click
page。

, the

at the bottom of page，you can back to the top of the
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◆Sorting◆
Your results are listed in the order shown in the Sort by drop-down list.：


Relevance: by how closely articles match your search query



Document Title: alphabetically by article title



Publication Date: by publication date with the most recent articles displayed
first



Publication Title: alphabetically by the title of the source publication
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Limit Search

Use the sidebar to the right to search within your results. Above the search box you
will find a link to revise your search.
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View Text



Basic Information



Highlight sentences or words you need, and you can choose to highlight in a
color, to note or to cite.



The appendix information would be at the end of each article.
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Tools

You can get bibliographic citations generated in a format of your choice.

Articles can be e-mailed to yourself and/or others.

You may download an HTML or PDF file of an eBook article to your PC,
USB flash drive, or other portable storage device.

You can click the Print tool on the article toolbar.

What you highlighted and noted.

To Save Articles

You can download the article in MP3 format.

You can translate an article while viewing it by selecting a language
from the Translate Article drop-down list on the gray article tool
bar.
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Citation Tools
You can get bibliographic citations generated in a format of your choice. You can
save the formatted bibliographic citation(s) to a file or export the citation(s) for
use with third-party software.



E-mail
Select HTML or Plain text to determine how the body of the email message will
be formatted. This setting also determines how the content will be formatted
when you select Full text or Citation as the Content Option below.
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Download
Download the article in PDF or HTML format.



Translate Article

・Arabic
・Bahasa Indonesia
・Bahasa Malaysia
・Bengali
・Chinese (Simplified)
・Chinese (Traditional)
・Dutch
・French
・German
・Greek
・Hindi
・Italian
・Japanese
・Korean
・Polish
・Portuguese
・Russian
・Spanish
・Tamil
・Thai
・Urdu
・Vietnamese
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You can translate an article while viewing it by selecting a language from the Translate
Article drop-down list on the gray article tool bar.

※ Note that this machine translation is done via a "gisting" tool. It will capture the

general idea or "gist" of the document but it will not create a completely accurate and
grammatically correct translation. It should not be considered a replacement for
human translation.


Listen

1. Click Listen
2. The player dashboard will appear and automatically begin playback
o Pause and Stop controls are provided, as well as a volume control
o While in Play mode, you can click anywhere on the playback indicator bar to
rewind or fast forward
o Clicking Stop and then Play lets you listen to the same text read again



「Settings」Speak speed
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Advanced Search

1. Index



Basic Search：A proprietary combination of fields for a broad, all-purpose
search. Generally the Basic Search index produces more results than a
Keyword search.



Keyword：Key fields, including authors, titles and introductory text



Document Title：Titles of documents



Image Caption：Caption of images found within the documents



Entire Document：The full text of documents. This is a good search to use if
you are looking for a particular line of text, an unusual phrase, jargon, and so
on.
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Subject：Indexed subject headings, which consists of words from Library of
Congress subject headings such as people, companies, products, organizations,
geographic locations, events, artistic and other published works, statutes and
case numbers.



Publication Title：Titles of eBooks. Use this search especially for series titles,
such as Contemporary Authors. Alternatively, you may use the by publication
title search limiter.



ISBN：International Standard Book Number (ISBN) codes assigned to books
and eBooks



Author：Names of authors, including variant names



Publisher：Names of publishers



Edition：The edition number, if used, references the sequential version of the
book, such as the fourth edition. Edition numbers are formatted in the
database as cardinal numerals (1, 2, 3, etc.) even if the publication originally
used ordinal numbers. Therefore, to search for the fourth or 4th edition, enter
the number 4.



Volume Number：The volume number, if used, references a collection of two
or more books. Volume numbers are formatted in the database as cardinal
numerals (1, 2, 3, etc.) even if the publication originally used Roman numerals



Start Page：The page on which a document begins. Please note that some
publishers do not provide pagination or may paginate the electronic version of
a publication differently than the print version. Always enter cardinal numbers
(1, 2, 3 and so on), even if the publication uses Roman numerals for
pagination. Combine a search on this index with a search on a specific
publication title. You may use a hyphen to enter a range of page numbers, as
in: 93-122



Document Number：The unique identifier Gale assigns to each document.
The document number appears below the source citation when viewing the
document. Note: This search supersedes all other search criteria.
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Bookmark

The Gale Bookmark feature lets you save and share links to specific pages in this
database, including search results, individual eBook articles and your personal list of
saved articles.



Copy the Bookmark URL
1. From the page you wish to bookmark (for example, your search results, a
specific article or your list of saved articles), click the

tool (upper

right side of the page).
2. The Bookmark pop-up appears.
3. Select the entire website page address, beginning with "http" and copy it.
4. Paste the address into a social networking site, an html page, a Word
document, etc.
5. Close the Bookmark pop-up.


Email the Bookmark URL to yourself or to others
1. From the page you wish to bookmark (for example, your search results, a
specific article or your list of saved articles), click the

tool (upper

right side of the page).
2. The Bookmark pop-up appears.
3. Click Email the Bookmark URL.
4. The Send Email pop-up appears.
5. Enter the required fields and then click Send. A link to the content will be
emailed to the recipient. You may email to one recipient at a time.
6. Close the Bookmark pop-up.
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Search History
Click

in

toolbar found below the product banner to

display a history of the searches you've conducted during your current session.
The most recent search is displayed first, with a maximum of 50 search queries
displayed.



Title list
Click

(In

toolbar), you can view the list of sources that make up

this database.



Display language selector
Click

, and choose which language you want the system to use when

displaying menus, links, and instructions.



Help
Click

(In

currently displayed.

toolbar), and get help information for the screen

